




The Ha Kauw is a famous oval      

shaped delicious shrimp dumpling.      

Flavoured with bamboo and water 

chestnut. The dough is white.     

This great looking dumpling is easy 

to steam. Available in packaging 

fitting for every valued costumer. 

One of the most popular 

healthy dumplings.    

One of our best sellers.       

Renowed all over the 

world for its taste.     

Fits in with every taste 

or moment.                      

For over two thousand 

years its being served 

for Emperors and    

people of good taste 

everywhere. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3001  Ha Kauw 蝦餃  22GR/PC x 8PCS/TRAY x 

15TRAYS/CTN  
120PCS / 2640GR  

001  Ha Kauw 蝦餃  22GR/PC x 8PCS/TRAY x 

36TRAYS/CTN  
288PCS / 6336GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3201  Ha Kauw 蝦餃  22GR/PC x 40PCS/TRAY 

x 5TRAYS/CTN  
200PCS / 4400GR  

201 Ha Kauw 蝦餃  22GR/PC x 40PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
400PCS / 8800GR  



The Siu Mai is a famous round    

shaped tasty pork meat dumpling. 

Flavoured with water chestnut and 

chinese mushrooms. This great 

looking dumpling is easy to steam. 

Available in packaging fitting for 

every valued costumer. 

One of the most popular 

healthy dumplings.   

One of our best sellers. 

Renowed all over the 

world for its taste.    

Fits in with every taste 

or moment.                

For over two thousand 

years its being served 

for Emperors and   

people of good taste 

everywhere. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3002 Siu Mai燒賣  20GR/PC x 12PCS/TRAY 

x 15TRAYS/CTN  
180PCS / 3600GR  

002 Siu Mai燒賣  20GR/PC x 12PCS/TRAY 

x 36TRAYS/CTN  
432PCS / 8640GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3202 Siu Mai燒賣  20GR/PC x 48PCS/TRAY 

x 5TRAYS/CTN  
240PCS / 4800GR  

202 Siu Mai燒賣  20GR/PC x 48PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
480PCS / 9600GR  



The well known Wan Tan is a round 

shaped pork meat dumpling with a 

fan shaped tail. The dough is yellow 

of colour. This great looking        

dumpling is great for soup .          

Available in packaging fitting for 

every valued costumer. 

One of the most popular 

healthy dumplings.   

One of our best sellers. 

Renowed all over the 

world for its taste.    

Fits in with every taste 

or moment.                

For over two thousand 

years its being served 

for Emperors and    

people of good taste 

everywhere. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3003 Wan Tan雲吞  14.5GR/PC x 12PCS/

TRAY x 15TRAYS/CTN  
180PCS / 2610GR  

003 Wan Tan雲吞  14.5GR/PC x 12PCS/

TRAY x 36TRAYS/CTN  
432PCS / 6264GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3203 Wan Tan雲吞  14.5GR/PC x 48PCS/

TRAY x 5TRAYS/CTN  
240PCS / 3480GR  

203 Wan Tan雲吞  14.5GR/PC x 48PCS/

TRAY x 10TRAYS/CTN  
480PCS / 6960GR  



The Chicken Siu Mai is a round 

shaped very nice chicken meat 

dumpling. Flavoured with water 

chestnut and chinese mushroom. 

The Dough is yellow of colour.      

It’s easily steamed. 

One of the most popular 

healthy dumplings.    

One of our best sellers. 

Renowed all over the 

world for its taste.    

Fits in with every taste 

or moment.                

For over two thousand 

years its being served 

for Emperors and   

people of good taste 

everywhere. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3009 Chicken Siu Mai 鷄燒賣   20GR/PC x 12PCS/TRAY 

x 15TRAYS/CTN  
180PCS / 3600GR  

009 Chicken Siu Mai 鷄燒賣  20GR/PC x 12PCS/TRAY 

x 36TRAYS/CTN  
432PCS / 8640GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3209 Chicken Siu Mai 鷄燒賣   20GR/PC x 48PCS/TRAY 

x 5TRAYS/CTN  
240PCS / 4800GR  

209 Chicken Siu Mai 鷄燒賣  20GR/PC x 48PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
480PCS / 9600GR  



Dim Sum Mix contains: 

Ha Kau: an oval shaped 

shrimp dumpling.      

Siu Mai: a round shaped 

pork meat dumpling. 

Ngau Yuk Siu Mai: a 

round shaped beef 

meat pasty.               

Siu Long Pao: a round 

shaped pasty with a 

pointy end, it is filled 

with vegetable and 

pork. The dough is   

broken white of colour. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

023 Dim Sum Mix 點心拼盤  23.75GR/PC x 20PCS/

TRAY x 20TRAYS/CTN  
400PCS / 9500GR  

The La Siu Mai is a round shaped pork 

meat dumpling with a spicy filling.    

Flavoured with water chestnut and   

chinese mushrooms. This great looking 

dumpling is easy to steam.              

Available in packaging fitting for every 

valued costumer. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

4002 Spicy Siu Mai 微辣燒賣  20GR/PC x 12PCS/TRAY 

x 15TRAYS/CTN  
180PCS / 3600GR  

4202 Spicy Siu Mai 微辣燒賣   20GR/PC x 48PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
480PCS / 9600GR 



Siu Long Pao is a round shaped 

bun with a pointy end. It is filled 

with a nice mix of vegetable and 

tasty pork meat. Flavoured with 

cabbage. The dough is broken 

white of colour.                        

It’s easily steamed and served. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3014 Siu Lung Pao 小籠包  28GR/PC x 8PCS/TRAY x 

15TRAYS/CTN  
120PCS / 3360GR  

014 Siu Lung Pao 小籠包  28GR/PC x 8PCS/TRAY x 

36TRAYS/CTN  
288PCS / 8064GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3214 Siu Lung Pao 小籠包  28GR/PC x 30PCS/TRAY 

x 5TRAYS/CTN  
150PCS / 4200GR  

214 Siu Lung Pao 小籠包   28GR/PC x 30PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
300PCS / 8400GR  

One of the most popular 

healthy dumplings.   

One of our best sellers. 

Renowed all over the 

world for its taste.    

Fits in with every taste 

or moment.                

For over two thousand 

years its being served 

for Emperors and   

people of good taste 

everywhere. 



Chicken Wan Tan is a round shaped 

delicious chicken meat dumpling 

with a fan shaped tail. Flavoured 

with chinese mushroom. The dough 

is yellow of colour.                         

It’s great for soup. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3007 Chicken Wan Tan  鷄雲吞  14.5GR/PC x 12PCS/

TRAY x 15TRAYS/CTN  
180PCS / 2610GR  

007 Chicken Wan Tan 鷄雲吞  14.5GR/PC x 12PCS/

TRAY x 36TRAYS/CTN  
432PCS / 6264GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3207 Chicken Wan Tan 鷄雲吞  14.5GR/PC x 48PCS/

TRAY x 5TRAYS/CTN  
240PCS / 3480GR  

207 Chicken Wan Tan 鷄雲吞  14.5GR/PC x 48PCS/

TRAY x 10TRAYS/CTN  
480PCS / 6960GR  

One of the most popular 

healthy dumplings.   

One of our best sellers. 

Renowed all over the 

world for its taste.    

Fits in with every taste 

or moment.                

For over two thousand 

years its being served 

for Emperors and   

people of good taste 

everywhere. 



Sui Kau is an oval shaped 

tastefull shrimp and pork meat 

dumpling with a fan shaped tail. 

Flavoured with bamboo and   

chinese mushrooms.              

The dough is yellow of colour.                   

It’s well served in soup. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3004 Sui Kau 廣東水餃   14.5GR/PC x 10PCS/

TRAY x 15TRAYS/CTN  
150PCS / 2175GR  

004 Sui Kau 廣東水餃  14.5GR/PC x 10PCS/

TRAY x 36TRAYS/CTN  
360PCS / 5220GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3204  Sui Kau 廣東水餃  14.5GR/PC x 40PCS/

TRAY x 5TRAYS/CTN  
200PCS / 2900GR  

204 Sui Kau 廣東水餃  14.5GR/PC x 40PCS/

TRAY x 10TRAYS/CTN  
400PCS / 5800GR  

One of the most popular 

healthy dumplings.     

One of our best sellers. 

Renowed all over the 

world for its taste.      

Fits in with every taste 

or moment.                   

For over two thousand 

years its being served for 

Emperors and people of 

good taste everywhere. 



 Ngau Yuk Siu Mai is a round shaped 

distinctive beef meat dumpling.     

Flavoured with water chestnut.    

The dough is yellow of colour.                                      

It's easily steamed and fast served.  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3006 Ngau Yuk Siu Mai牛燒賣   20GR/PC x 12PCS/TRAY 

x 15TRAYS/CTN  
180PCS / 3600GR  

006 Nga Yuk Siu Mai牛燒賣   20GR/PC x 12PCS/TRAY 

x 36TRAYS/CTN  
432PCS / 8640GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3206 Ngau Yuk Siu Mai 牛燒賣   20GR/PC x 48PCS/TRAY 

x 5TRAYS/CTN  
240PCS / 4800GR  

206 Ngau Yuk Siu Mai 牛燒賣   20GR/PC x 48PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
480PCS / 9600GR  

One of the most popular 

healthy dumplings.      

One of our best sellers. 

Renowed all over the 

world for its taste.       

Fits in with every taste or 

moment.                        

For over two thousand 

years its being served for 

Emperors and people of 

good taste everywhere. 



Tjar Siu Mai is a round shaped 

super tasty pork meat dumpling. 

Flavoured with chinese 

mushroom and water chestnut. 

The dough is yellow of colour. 

It’s easily deep fried and fast 

served. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

030 Tjar Siu Mai 炸燒賣  20GR/PC x 40PCS/TRAY 

x 12TRAYS/CTN  
480PCS / 9600GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

210 Tjar Fan Gor炸粉果  26GR/PC x 25PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
250PCS / 6500GR  

Tjar Fan Gor is an oval 

shaped pastry with a 

great shrimp and pork 

meat filling. 

Flavoured with bamboo 

and water chestnut. 

The dough is yellow of 

colour.                       

It’s easily baked. 



Tjin Fan Gor is an oval shaped 

pastry with a nice shrimp and 

pork meat filling. Flavoured with 

bamboo and water chestnut. 

The dough is white of colour. 

It’s easily steamed. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

211 Tjin Fan Gor 蒸粉果   26GR/PC x 25PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
250PCS / 6500GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

212 Crystal Dumpling 韭菜餃   28GR/PC x 30PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
300PCS / 8400GR  

Crystal Dumpling is 

an oval shaped pastry 

with a pork filling.  

Flavoured with water 

chestnut and bamboo. 

The dough is green of 

colour.                      

It’s easily steamed. 



Wo Tip is an oval shaped pastry 

filled with a surprising fresh   

vegetable and pork meat mix. 

Flavoured with cabbage. The 

dough is broken white of colour. 

It can easily be prepared. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3008 Gyoza Varken  鍋貼   26GR/PC x 7PCS/TRAY x 

15TRAYS/CTN  
105PCS / 2730GR  

008 Gyoza Varken 鍋貼  26GR/PC x 7PCS/TRAY x 

36TRAYS/CTN  
252PCS / 6552GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

3208 Wo Tip 鍋貼  26GR/PC x 30PCS/TRAY 

x 5TRAYS/CTN  
150PCS / 3900GR  

208 Wo Tip 鍋貼  26GR/PC x 30PCS/TRAY 

x 10TRAYS/CTN  
300PCS / 7800GR  

One of the most popular 

healthy dumplings.       

One of our best sellers. 

Renowed all over the 

world for its taste.        

Fits in with every taste 

or moment.                         

For over two thousand 

years its being served for 

Emperors and people of 

good taste everywhere. 



Fish Balls with Pork filling are a 

common food in southern China, 

Hong Kong, Macau, Southeast Asia 

and overseas Chinese communities. 

Fish Balls are made from “fish 

paste”.  (otherwise known as      

Chinese: 魚漿; pinyin: yújiāng) 

Fish Balls might be served boiled in 

soupy broth. 

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

228 Fish Ball With Pork Fill- 23GR/PC x 12PCS/TRAY 

x 12TRAYS/CTN  
144PCS / 3300GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

101 Spareribs Black Beans 

豉汁排骨（生）   

250GR x 12TRAYS/CTN  12PCS / 3000GR  

Steamed Chinese spare ribs 

with fermented black beans is 

quick and easy to make and 

big on flavour – this no longer 

has to be a dim sum only dish!  



Steamed beef tripe is prepared by stea-

ming cow intestines in chopped garlic 

and ginger. This dish’s springy tendrils 

are best enjoyed piping hot and accompa-

nied by a red chili dipping sauce.  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

103 Tripe Ginger&Scallions 

薑葱牛百葉   

200GR x 12TRAYS/CTN  12PCS / 2400GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

106 Tripe Tausie Sauce  

豉汁牛百葉  

200GR x 12TRAYS/CTN  12PCS / 2400GR  

Dim sum tripe stew, or niu za (牛雜), 

is pronounced phonetically in Canto-

nese as ngau tzop(excuse the weird 

spelling). Like many of these old and 

classic dishes, there usually is a va-

riety of organ meats included in this 

dish but over the years, the ingre-

dient list was reduced and became 

more simple. 



Braised chicken feet in black bean sauce. 

This much-guarded recipe is one that ma-

ny Cantonese chefs and cooks take to 

their graves.   

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

102 Chickenfeet Black 

Beans  豆豉鳳爪   

230GR x 12TRAYS/CTN  12PCS / 2760GR  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

105 Thai Style Chicken Feet 

泰式鳳爪    

260GR x 12TRAYS/CTN  12PCS / 3120GR  

Gai dtai naam, which means “under 

water chicken” in Thai,  consists of 

braised chicken in a coarse, aroma-

tic paste. 



Chicken feet are used in several regional 

Chinese cuisines; they can be served as a 

beer snack, cold dish, soup or main dish. 

They are interchangeably called Fèng 

zhuǎ (鳯爪, phoenix claws), Jī zhuǎ (鷄爪, 

chicken claws), and Jī jiǎo (雞脚, chicken 

feet).  

Prod.ID. Product Package Quantity/Net.Weigth 

104 Cold Spicy Chicken Feet 

白雲鳳爪   

200GR x 12TRAYS/CTN  12PCS / 2400GR  


